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Hungry Eye

Veggie Visionaries

“Call any vegetable and the chances are, a vegetable will respond to you.” – Frank Zappa and the Mothers of Invention.

BY CLAIRE Z. CRAMER

SERIOUSLY LOCAL

If you’re still moping about the end of the summer tomatoes and corn, you need only talk to David Levi to forget all about them. “I love fall produce, and there are a few crops I’m pretty much dying for,” says Levi, chef-owner of the strictly-local Vinland in Congress Square. “One of my favorites is radicchio.” Clearly, this is radicchio’s year. Vinland serves it “roasted with potato, rosemary, garlic, potato, and extra-sharp Buggy Whip cheddar from Sonnenthal Farm. It’s total comfort food.

“There’s a brief window in the fall when we

YOU KNOW it’s autumn by the chill in the air and the heartbreaking-clear daylight. Maine’s beautiful potatoes are everywhere. But thanks to savvy farmers, eager chefs, and consumer demand, the local harvest brings new surprises every year.
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get our full yearly supply of ginger, turmeric, and coriander, all of which are incredibly powerful and surprising flavors. Coriander is just the seed from cilantro, so a farmer friend of mine lets his cilantro go to seed and delivers us bags of green coriander seeds, which are even more delicious than the best dried seeds I’ve had. Coriander is the key seasoning for our mussels. It occasionally shows up on our raw beef, and it’s in our bar program.

“We put cranberries to use all year, but it’s very exciting to get fresh ones, and I hear it’s a big year for them. We make a cranberry and ginger compote for our cheese plate that people rave about.

“As we start getting some real frost in the ground, the parsnips turn very sweet and all the root crops reach their peak, including beets, carrots, and celeriac. Those sweet parsnips, along with the turmeric and ginger, combine to make my favorite dessert, our parsnip custard. I sneak a bite after service pretty much every night we have it available. We serve sunchokes with monkfish. Cold weather also brings out the best in cabbage. We’re brewing up some really good sauerkraut.

“Then there are the wild mushrooms. Hen of the woods, chicken mushrooms, hedgehog mushrooms, matsutake. Fall is the best season for wild mushrooms, which are by far my favorite targets for foraging. It’s hard to find time to get into the woods, but you can bet I’ll be out there when the hens start popping out. We use some cultivated, but there’s nothing like the wild stuff.”

Levi’s enthusiasm is catching. “I hardly know where to begin with squash, I love it so much. I’ll just say this. Somebody in Maine should really do what Stony Brook does in New York and make delicious, Austrian-style squash seed oil.”

ITALIAN TRADITION
“For me, Northern Italian food is suited for the fall and winter months,” says Scott London, chef at the new wine bar Rossobianco tucked into the West End’s Bramhall Square. “Much of the cuisine is based on rich dishes with butter and cheese—very comforting in the cooler months.”

Rossobianco, cozy with cappuccino-colored walls and a hand-built wooden bar and wine racks, is co-owned by David Levi and Colleen Callahan. Local produce, meat, and seafood are used to fashion Northern Italian dishes, but the wine list is international.

London quit a job at Bath Iron Works to attend the Auguste Escoffier Culinary School in Boulder, Colorado. He later staged (apprenticed) at two restaurants in the Friuli region in northeastern Italy, where he learned the tenets of the cuisine.

“The colder the water gets here, the better the shellfish get. A nice steaming bowl of cozze (mussels) and perhaps seared capesante (scallops) are definite. Squash and mushroom soups are fantastic in the fall. We love mushrooms, and we use the arancini (fried balls of risotto) to really showcase that flavor profile. Hearty grains also go great with mushrooms and with savory herbs such as rosemary and thyme.”

Sure enough, on a recent visit, the featured arancini were con funghi—rich and earthy with oyster mushrooms and Grana Padano cheese, and just the thing with a glass of Costieres de Nimes chardonnay. Crostini topped with hake rillettes were another seamless fusion of sustainable local fish with continental preparation.

“An herb that screams fall is sage. Sage, winter squash, and brown butter is simplicity at its best.”

FEAST FOR THE SENSES
“Cooking with the seasons is a real adventure,” says chef Ben Jackson at Drifter’s Wife wine bar on Washington Avenue. He sums it up: “The pure pleasure of tasting something for the first time in a year is real. I find inspiration in the moment. It’s...
Bold seafood and pasta dishes descended from those eaten by the famed pirates and explorers of Genoa, Italy, birthplace of pesto. Solo Italiano’s Genovese menu boasts freshly made pasta, locally sourced seafood, and Best in the World pesto.

Soloitalianorestaurant.com  |  207-780-0227  |  100 Commercial Street

Shipyard Pumpkinhead Ale

The Original Pumpkin Beer
Enhance this classic pumpkin beer by rimming the glass with cinnamon and sugar!
Hungry Eye

Meg Mitchell has eight hoop houses at her South Paw Farm in Freedom. “We’re into winter storage crops—carrots, cabbage, beets, potatoes. Squash is a lower yield this year because of the drought, but we have some sweet mini-buttercups, delicatas, and sugar dumplings. We’ve got orange, yellow, and white pumpkins. What I’m really excited about for autumn is radicchio—I’ve got four kinds this year.”

Her suggestion for this leafy red chicory that she grows in both oblong and round, lettuce-shaped heads? “I like to cut it in wedges and toss it with olive oil, honey, and a little balsamic vinegar and roast it.”

Of course, not all growers want to extend their season. “I don’t have any greenhouses,” says Bruce Hinck of Meadowood Farm in Yarmouth. “In the winter, I read. Our fall crops are one last set of lettuce and plenty of onions, squashes, and pumpkins.” His assortment of onions is dazzling. Hinck’s other specialty is garlic. He sets out bushel baskets of a dozen types labeled with the name and playful description of each.

And don’t forget about local mushrooms. North Spore sells baskets of the shiitake, hen-of-the-woods, and oyster mushrooms they cultivate in the Dana Warp Mill in Westbrook, plus a few shaggy Chagas and orange lobster mushrooms they forage.

If you’re timid about handling fancy mushrooms, the North Spore guys are there for you. “Don’t be shy about how much butter you throw in the pan,” says grower Kevin Bassett. Brown them up, maybe deglaze with a little wine, throw in some cream, maybe some fresh herb like thyme. Simmer it up, turn off the heat, and let the mushrooms steep for a few minutes. Toss it with pasta, and it’s awesome.”

Oh autumn, how we love you.
It has never been easier to
Refresh your confidence!

CEC offers the latest technologies and the largest selection of non-invasive treatment options in Maine.

- Botox
- Facial Fillers
- Body Sculpting
- Skin Tightening
- Laser Hair Removal
- Tattoo Removal
- Age/Sun Spot Removal
- Facial Vein Removal
- Acne Treatments and MORE!

Schedule your FREE Physician consultation and see what CEC has to offer you!

Call 888-418-3809 Today

Cosmetic Enhancement Center of New England

Maria Atkins D.O. • Gerry Ollila, D.O.
1375 Congress St Portland • cecofne.com

Take the Next Step
EARN YOUR MASTER’S DEGREE

ONLINE GRADUATE PROGRAMS

- Master of Accountancy
- Master of Business Administration
- Master of Health Administration
- Master of Science in Education
- Master of Science in Nursing

Apply today and we’ll waive the application fee!

sjcme.edu/portland
800-752-4723